The 1986 IEEE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN will be held NOVEMBER 10-13, 1986. The Conference is oriented towards Electrical Engineering CAD professionals, concentrating on CAD for Integrated Circuit Design.

AREAS OF INTEREST

Papers on (but not limited to) the following topics are invited:
- Design Synthesis
- CAD Systems
- Interactive Graphics
- Modeling and Simulation Techniques
- Design Automation
- Expert Systems
- Layout & Layout Verification
- Testing
- Hardware Accelerators

All papers should be suitable for a 25 minute presentation and must not have been previously presented or published.

AUTHOR INFORMATION

Authors should submit 12 COPIES of both a 1-page summary and a more detailed description not to exceed 1000 words. Format:

☐ The 1-PAGE SUMMARY, typed on a separate page, should clearly and precisely state what is new and point out the significant results.

☐ The 1000 WORD ACCOMPANYING DESCRIPTION should contain a clear differentiation between author's work and previously published work (include references). A clear description of the new contribution, status of the work and significant examples and results should be given. References are not counted as part of 1000 words.

Submissions should include on the first page, the title of the paper, full author names and their affiliations, complete return address and telephone number (with the individual to whom all communications should be addressed, clearly identified.)

DATES

- Submissions should be received no later than MAY 9, 1986 by: ICCAD-86 Secretary
  AT&T Bell Laboratories
  1247 S. Cedar Crest Blvd.
  Allentown, PA 18103
  Tel: (215) 770-3485

- Notification of acceptance will be JULY 1, 1986.
- Final version for Digest of Technical Papers will be due AUGUST 15, 1986.